Using this paper "Attribute Based Image Duplication Alert Message Using Big Data" the stranger cannot copy any of the photo which is related to the user and, we also provide fast imag e search. That means, the image will be searched by using the attribute name and the hyper graph learning method. The user will have a global vision on searching the photos. It will be v isible and more easily findable. Users can search more within a short period. It main ly provides users privacy. We proposed a new attribute-assisted method based on hyper graph learning. First we have to train several classifiers for all the pre-defined. Attributes and each image is represented by attribute feature consisting of the responses from these classifiers. Semantic attributes are expected to narrow down the semantic gap between low-level visual features and high level semantic meanings. If any naïve user is trying to copy the images, Automatic message can be send to the users using Rabbit MQ when any stranger copy the image.
INTRODUCTION
Online Social Networks (OSN's) have become integral part of our daily life and has profoundly changed the way we interact with each other, fulfilling our social needs, the needs for social interactions, information sharing, appreciation and respect. The nature of social med ia makes people put more content, including photos, over OSNs without too much thought on the content. However, once something, (such as photo) is posted online, it becomes a permanent record, which may be used for many purposes we never expect. So there is a need to control the photo copying activity. With the dramatic increase of online images, image retrieval has attracted significant attention in both academia and industry. Many image search engines such as Google and Bing have relied on corresponding textual informat ion of the images against queries given by users. However, text based image retrieval suffers fro m essential difficu lties that are caused mainly by the inability of the related text to suitably describe the image Content. newly, visual re-ran king has been proposed to refine text -based search results by exploit ing the visual information contained in the images. The existing visual re-ranking methods can be typically categorized into three categories as the clustering based, classification based and graph based methods. In any means the user must satisfy by the searching activity and he need to get appropriate results. A z
Social Achievability:
The aspect of study is to check the level of acceptance of the system by the user. This includes the process of training the user to use the system efficiently. The user must not feel in danger by the system, instead must accept it as a necessity. The level of acceptance by the users solely depends on the methods that are employed to educate the user about the system and to formu late him known with it. His level of confidence must be raised so that he is also able to make some constructive criticis m, wh ich is welco med, as he is the final user of the system.
II. RELATED WORK
To improve the performance of searching images visual search reranking is very good option [1] . In this section, existing visual search reranking approaches are explained along with semantic attributes and hyper graph learning [3] . To improve the accuracy of the text-based image search ranking, visual reranking has been proposed to imp rove the search result from the text-based image search engine by incorporating the data conveyed by the visual modality [3] . After uploading we get a response from the server. at first new uploaded image rank is zero. After screening that image rank will re-rank.
RESEARCH ARTICLE OPEN ACCESS
There may present n number of users. All should register before the processing operation. And register user details are stored in user section. After registration user has to login by using authorized user name and password. Once the logged in will do some operations like checking details, searching images, request secrete key and logout. The user select details button then the server will all details such as user name, phone no, address, e mail ID and location. Before searching any images user should request a secrete key to admin, then the admin will produce a secrete key for specific user and send it to the user. After receiving a secrete key user can search the images base on query and fields like image name, image color, image usage and image type. And server will give details to the user, then that image rank will be increased. And it is difficult to the naive user to copy the images belongs to the user, and use it in different ways. If any naïve user is trying to copy the images, Automatic message can be send to the users using big data RabbitMQ, when any stranger tries to copy the image.
The important idea behind this messaging model in RabbitM Q is the producer can send messages to an exchange and An exchange on one side it receives messages from producers and the other side it will push them to queues. (Fig: 1) The exchange must know exactly what to do with a message it receives.
Fig 1: message delivery process in RabbitMQ
There are different types of exchanges available: d irect, topic, headers and fanout. We focused on the last one --the fanout. channel.exchange_declare(exchange='logs',type='fano ut') The fanout exchange broadcasts all the received messages to all the queues it is connected. RabbitMQ is a message agent. The primary idea is very simple: it accepts and forwards messages. This is like a post office: if we send mail to the post box Postman will deliver the mail to the receiver. Using this metaphor RabbitMQ is a post box, a post office and a postman. The major difference between RabbitMQ and the post office is the fact that it doesn't deal with paper, instead it accepts, stores and forwards binary lu mp of data -messages. We will stock up the addresses of images and accessing points of images in HDFS, if any naïve user accessed any image in the HDFS the fanout exchange will identify the image address and the IPaddress which the naïve user accessed and sends detailed message to the image address so that we can know the agents who are using the stuff in a negative way as shown in the fig 2. T. 
III. CONCLUSION
Control of photo copying and Quick image search is a web based application designed to avoid photo copying and easy search. It also provides user security. By using this user can search images quickly. The searching can be done in two ways by attribute and text based search. The user can search an image by entering the attribute name. This provides searching activity based on image colour and type. If any naïve user is trying to copy the images, Automatic message can be send to the users using RabbitMQ when any stranger copy the image. the stranger cannot copy any of the photo which is related to the user and, we also provide fast image search
